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Abstract

While animation critical theory has become an established field of academic inquiry, the role of sound in animated media

remains less widely studied. Similarly, and perhaps to a greater extent, sound remains neglected in the pedagogy of

animation practice. Within vocational training for the highly departmentalized animation entertainment production

industry, the inattention to sound is perhaps explicable. In the context of contemporary independent auteur animation

filmmaking pedagogy, the lack of tuition about sound is more problematic.

Apart from Robin Beauchamp’s pioneering Designing Sound for Animation, a published method specific to the task of

educating animation artists about sound is difficult to find. Expanding on Beauchamp’s text, drawing from Randy Thom’s

concept of speculative sound for animators and investigating animation-specific concepts posited by Chion, this paper

proposes a paradigm of sound pedagogy for animation students, one that stems from radio arts, sound phenomenology

and acoulogical theory rather than the typical film sound post-production or specialized music recording strategies.

Furthermore, this paper argues that animation sound pedagogy has the potential to contribute to the understanding of

animation’s ontology and to the dismantling of the persistent barrier between animated image and sound production

methodologies that assume a de facto collaborative process precluding autonomous audio-visual creation and truly

independent animation practice.
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